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Abstract: The sentiment analysis of microblog text has always been a challenging research field due
to the limited and complex contextual information. However, most of the existing sentiment
analysis methods for microblogs focus on classifying the polarity of emotional keywords while
ignoring the transition or progressive impact of words in different positions in the Chinese syntactic
structure on global sentiment, as well as the utilization of emojis. To this end, we propose the
emotion-semantic-enhanced bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) network with the
multi-head attention mechanism model (EBILSTM-MH) for sentiment analysis. This model uses
BiLSTM to learn feature representation of input texts, given the word embedding. Subsequently,
the attention mechanism is used to assign the attentive weights of each words to the sentiment
analysis based on the impact of emojis. The attentive weights can be combined with the output of
the hidden layer to obtain the feature representation of posts. Finally, the sentiment polarity of
microblog can be obtained through the dense connection layer. The experimental results show the
feasibility of our proposed model on microblog sentiment analysis when compared with other
baseline models.
Keywords: sentiment analysis; Chinese microblog; BiLSTM; multi-head attention; emoticons

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of the Internet and social networks, an increasing amount of users
begin to freely share their own opinions and comments on the web to express their personal
emotional opinions on some issues or events. The massive data reveal the public’s emotion or
attitudes, which is of great value to the applications in political, financial, entertainment, and news
industries. From a technical point of view, the development of artificial intelligence (AI) has been
rather rapid in recent years. As a major branch of AI, natural language processing (NLP) has attracted
considerable attention in both research and industrial fields [1]. Sentiment analysis, one of the hottest
topics in NLP, is of great significance for the timely understanding of online public opinion, market
research, online public opinion monitoring, and early warning, so more and more researchers are
committed to the field of sentiment analysis.
Sentiment analysis, which is also known as opinion mining, refers to the process of analysis,
processing, induction, and reasoning of subjective text with emotion [2]. Sentiment analysis is a text
classification technology that involves research fields, such as NLP, machine learning, data mining,
and information retrieval. Its main data source can be the textual contents publicly released on the
popular social networking PLATFORMS. Sina Weibo, as a social network platform for sharing,
disseminating, and acquiring user relationship information, has become an extremely important
channel for obtaining the public’s opinions or emotions on specific events.
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Sentiment analysis of microblog texts has extremely high application value due to the huge user
base and rich information generated by users. However, although sentiment analysis in English
language is well studied, research in Chinese sentiment analysis is substantially less developed [1].
Especially, sentiment analysis on microblog is more challenging under the circumstances of lacking
contextual information, serious colloquialism, a large number of symbols, the emergence of new
words, etc. Therefore, how to mine the discriminative features effectively from the massive,
unstructured microblog is a key for microblog sentiment analysis. The previous microblog sentiment
analysis methods mainly focused on the content of words, especially the role of nouns, adjectives,
verbs, and adverbs, while ignoring the influence of the association structure and emoticons on the
sentiment of the sentence, resulting in deviations in the final sentiment analysis result.
We propose the EBILSTM-MH for sentiment analysis on microblog to tackle these issues.
Specifically, the Word2Vec model is adopted to represent the input texts. Subsequently, with the help
of the BiLSTM, the abstract characteristics of microblog are extracted. Besides, we introduce the
attention mechanism for calculating the attentive score of each word based on emoticons. The
weighted sum of the weight value and output of hidden layer is the final representation of the
microblog content. Finally, a classifier is trained to realize the sentiment classification of microblog
content. The main contributions of this article are:
•

•

•

We collect and sort out the correlation structures that have a turning or progressive effect on the
global sentiment of microblog in the Chinese grammatical structure. The special correlation
structures are maintained in the pre-processed corpus to avoid the model wrongly judging
posts’ sentiment polarity.
We collect and organize the new words appearing on Weibo in the past ten years, and then add
them to the user-defined dictionary of jieba word segmentation toolkit to avoid the loss of
important semantic information and word segmentation errors, meanwhile, indirectly expand
the vocabulary of Word2Vec model.
We sort out the common emoticons in Sina Weibo and regard them as an important basis for
sentiment analysis. The multi-head attention mechanism is used to calculate the contribution of
words to global sentiment analysis, and the emotional semantic enhancement of emoticons is
exerted.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized, as follows: Section 2 reviews related works on
sentiment analysis. Section 3 presents the model that we proposed and this section also gives a
modular mathematical elaboration on the structure of model. Section 4 concerns the experiments that
are based on the real-world dataset, where the experiment configuration, the experiment results, and
corresponding analysis are given in detail. Finally, we conclude our work and discuss future research
direction in Section 5.
2. Related Works
The text sentiment analysis has attracted wide attention and become a hot topic in the field of
NLP. Various kinds of approaches have been proposed for sentiment analysis.
Sentiment analysis can be divided into three levels, including sentiment judgment at the word,
sentence, and chapter levels [3–5]. Sentiment analysis can be divided into aspect-based sentiment
analysis and traditional polarity classification, according to the division of basic tasks [6]. Aspectbased sentiment analysis aims at inferring the sentiment polarity (e.g., positive, negative, neutral) of
a sentence expressed toward a target, which is the aspect of one specific entity [7]. Many researchers
have contributed to this field. Zhou et al. [8] developed an unsupervised label propagation algorithm
for opinion target extraction and clustered the opinion targets into several groups. Subsequently, a
co-ranking algorithm was proposed to rank both the opinion targets and microblog sentences
simultaneously. It was the first study in which aspect-based opinion summarization was performed
on Chinese microblog texts. Ma et al. [9] modeled attention as a stepping model of coding objectives
and full sentences and proposed an extension of LSTM units to more effectively combine emotional
common-sense knowledge when encoding sequences as vectors. The model designed by them can
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effectively filter information that conflicts with the background knowledge. Peng et al. [10] modeled
the aspect target and conduct sentiment classification directly at the aspect target level via three
granularities, which is radical, character, and word. Moreover, they studied two fusion methods to
model aspect target sequence in the task of Chinese aspect-level sentiment analysis and achieved
outstanding experimental results on three Chinese review datasets. Based on the number of
categories of emotion, sentiment classification can be divided into binary sentiment classification [11],
ternary sentiment classification [12], and multi-sentiment classification [13–15]. Among them, the
binary sentiment classification is to divide the emotion tendency of the research object into two
categories: positive and negative, while the ternary emotion classification is to divide the emotion
tendency into three categories: positive, neutral, and negative, while the multi sentiment
classification is more complex. Human emotion can be divided into a variety of basic sentiments,
according to the different emotion theories referred by the researchers.
At present, the methods of sentiment analysis are mainly divided into three categories: the
method based on sentiment lexicon [16,17], the method based on machine learning [18,19], and the
method based on deep learning [20,21]. Next, we mainly discuss the related work of sentiment
analysis in detail according to the basic method.
The lexicon-based approaches focus on recognizing the characters with obvious emotion
tendency in the texts under the help of external databases, and predicting the sentiment based on the
word-level sentiment value and specific calculation rules [14]. This kind of heuristic method based
on external knowledge does not require training samples and it is relatively easy to implement.
Almeida et al. [15] established sentiment lexicon through the extended affective tendency point-wise
information algorithm. Dong et al. [22] first obtained the embedding of seed emotion words and
localized the words in the documents by LSTM, autofocus mechanism, and L1 rules. Subsequently, a
logistic regression was trained to judge the polarity of the document words, so as to expand the
lexicon. Pu et al. [23] constructed semantic association graph of sentiment dictionary based on the
similarity between seed words and candidate sentiment words, and finally the polarity of sentiment
words is calculated through the label propagation algorithm. Zhang et al. [24] established a lexicon
based on several dictionaries including a dictionary of basic emotions, a dictionary of degree adverbs,
a dictionary of negative words, a dictionary of Internet words, an emoji dictionary, and a dictionary
of relational conjunctions, and proved that emoticons and relational conjunctions can effectively
improve the accuracy of sentiment analysis. Based on this observation, the influence of correlation
structures and emoticons on microblog sentiment is also comprehensively considered in the method
that is proposed in this article. Specifically, we screen and retain the special correlation structures in
posts and use emoticons to enhance the emotion semantics of blog.
Supervised learning is the mainstream for the machine learning based sentiment analysis.
Classifiers, such as Naive Bayes (NB) [25], support vector machine (SVM), Maximum Entropy, and
k-nearest neighbor (KNN), have been widely used in short text sentiment analysis, such as twitter
and microblog in combination with text features, and have significantly improved the performance.
Bo et al. [26] used SVM, NB, maximum entropy, and other methods to judge the sentiment polarity
of the film reviews, but they failed to consider the fact that users with different personalities have
different review styles. Liu et al. [27] extracted TF-IDF features from Chinese microblog and sent
them into a random forest for emotion classification. Hatzivassiloglou et al. [2] used a variety of
machine learning classification algorithms to conduct sentiment analysis of Twitter data, and the
experiment verified that the NB algorithm is the best one for emotion classification of Twitter data
when the data sets were small.
In recent years, an increasing amount of researchers have introduced deep learning into
sentiment analysis and achieved considerable experimental results. Deep learning models enable
more robust word embedding than the traditional hand-crafted ones. Specifically, deep neural
networks can encode semantic and grammatical features in the text and provide relatively accurate
information represented by the document [11], such as Word2Vec [28] and Doc2Vec [29]. Besides,
some Chinese researchers presented methods to leverage radical for learning Chinese character
embedding. Sun et al. [30] presented a method to leverage radical for learning Chinese character
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embedding. They introduced a dedicated neural architecture with a hybrid loss function to effectively
integrate radical information through the softmax layer. This is the first work that utilized the radical
information for learning Chinese character embedding. Peng et al. [31] established semantic radical
embeddings and sentic radical embedding by using the skip-gram model, which incorporated not
only semantics at radical and character level, but also sentiment information. Wang et al. [32] built a
sentiment analysis model fusing tweet-text information and user-relationship information through a
three-layer neural structure, which is a word embedding layer, a user embedding layer, and an
attentional graph layer. When compared with several other common methods, the performance of
this model is improved by more than 5%. Irsoy et al. [33] used the recurrent neural network model
(RNN) based on time series information to obtain sentence representation, which can also further
improve the accuracy of emotion classification. However, RNN model is confronted with the problem
of gradient disappearance when dealing with long distance dependency. The introduction of the
LSTM model and its variants, like BiLSTM, stacked BiLSTM, tackle this problem and they are widely
utilized to model the long text. Due to this, we use the BiLSTM network to extract the semantic
information in the text sequences.
3. EBILSTM-MH Structure
Figure 1 shows the overall framework of EBILSTM-MH, which is mainly divided into two parts,
namely data preprocessing and classifier design. The first stage is to perform a series of necessary
natural language processing on the microblog texts, such as data cleaning, word segmentation, and
stop words removal to obtain keyword phrases, emoticons, and important related structures. In the
second stage, the Word2Vec model is first trained on the microblog corpus to obtain the feature
representation of text and emoticons. Subsequently, the joint embedding of text and emoticons is sent
into the BiLSTM layer to extract abstract features. We propose a multi-head attention layer to
determine the contribution of each word to the sentiment conveyance that is based on the emoticons.
Finally, the sentiment classification of microblog is obtained after normalization in the dense
connection layer.

Figure 1. The framework of proposed model.

3.1. Data Preprocessing
Most of the existing methods for sentiment analysis mainly focus on the extraction of key words,
such as nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs, while ignoring the influence of correlation structures
in Chinese grammar. For example, “尽管这个小小的地下室阴暗潮湿，一家三口住在这儿也显得着实
拥挤，但是对于洋洋来说能和家人住在一起，即使环境再恶劣也不是什么多大的问题 (although this
small basement is dark and humid, the family of three living here is also very crowded, for Yangyang
to be able to live with his family, even if the environment is bad, it is not a big problem)”. In this
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sentence, it is easy to judge it as a negative emotion in traditional word-level sentiment analysis.
However, we find that this sentence belongs to a positive emotion by analyzing the related turning
structure, “尽管…但是… (although…but…)”, “即使…也不… (even if…not at all)”. Based on this
observation, eight kinds of association relations in Chinese grammar are collected and sorted out,
which are sum up to 115 association structures. Among these, we extract three relationships involving
39 relational structures when considering their turning or progressive effect on the emotional
expression. We separate the keywords related to these association structures from the stop words list
to prevent the information from being discarded. Table 1 shows some examples of the extracted
relationships and correlation structures.
Table 1. Part of relations and correlation structures.

Relation
Progressive relation

Selection relation

Twist relation

Correlation Structures
不但不……反而……(not only …not…,but also…)
尚且……何况…… (…not to mention…)
甚至…… (…even…)
宁可……也不…… (rather ... not ...)
与其……不如…… (It is not as good as…)
……还是…… (…or…)
虽然……但是…… (However, although…)
尽管……可是…… (…despite…)
然而…… (…yet…)

Linguists have found that emoticons are one of the most important features of network language
[14], which not only enhance the emotional expression of the subjective text, but also add subjective
feelings to the objective text [34]. Microblog platform provides a lot of emoticons for users to express
their emotions. There are more than 1500 commonly used emoticons, according to the statistics [14].
In this paper, we collect about 170 commonly used emoticons on microblog platform for enhancing
the microblog sentiment analysis. Table 2 shows some emoticons that we utilized. In addition, some
recently popular neologisms on microblog are also taken into consideration in this paper. Those
words are produced by Chinese homophonic, such as “酱紫”, which mean “like this way”, or from
some online celebrities, such as “猴赛雷”, which means “awesome”. We add them to the user defined
dictionary in the jieba toolkit to avoid the loss of the word vector of the network neologisms and the
semantic loss of the microblog text due to the word segmentation errors.
Table 2. Emoticons and corresponding meaning.

Emoticon

Meanings

Emoticon

Meaning

Emoticons

Meaning

[Haha]

[startle]

[contempt]

[love you]

[handclap]

[shy]

[suffer beating]

[ok]

[No]

[good]

[sad]

[hum]

3.2. Classifier Design
One of the novelties of our method lies in the utilization of the BiLSTM network and multi-head
attention mechanism combined with emoticons for enhancing the microblog sentiment analysis.
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Particularly, we divide the design part of the classifier into four layers, namely the input layer,
BiLSTM layer, multi-head attention layer, and dense connection layer.
Input layer: the input layer generates the embedding of words and emojis. After the abovementioned preprocessing, the input microblog data are expressed as: { , …
… ; , ..., , … , },
where
is the th word and
is the th emoticon in microblog. After the words and emoticons
are mapped to the corresponding embedding, the input layer is represented as { ,… , …
;
(
)×
, … ,.. } ∈
, where ( + ) represents the total number of words and emoticons in
microblog, and is the feature dimension.
BiLSTM layer: LSTM is a variant of RNN, which can solve the problem of gradient
disappearance by introducing input gate i, output gate o, forget gate f, and memory cell state. LSTM
can improve the memory mechanism of neural network to receive input information and training
data, which is very suitable for modeling time series data, like texts, due to the characteristics of its
design. BiLSTM is a combination of forward LSTM and backward LSTM. The former deals with the
sequence from left to right, while the latter deals with the sequence from right to left. The biggest
advantage of this structure is that the sequence context information is fully considered. Next, we
introduce the procedures of LSTM in detail.
An LSTM unit consists of three controlling gates, including an input gate , a forget gate , and
an output gate , as well as a memory cell state , all of which affect the unit’s ability to store and
update information. The input gate output a value between 0–1 based on the input ℎ
and
(see
Equation (1)). When the output is 1, it means that the cell state information is completely retained,
and when the output is 0, it is completely abandoned. Next, the input gate layer decides which values
need update, and the tanh layer creates a new candidate value vector , which can be added to the
cell state. Subsequently, the two will be combined to update the cell state
see Equations (2)– (4) ; finally, the output gate will determine the output value based on the cell
state (See Equations (5) and (6)). Among them, , , , , , , , , , and
, ,
are the
internal training parameters in the LSTM, (∙) is sigmoid activation function, and ⊙ denotes dot
multiplication.
= (

+

ℎ

+

)

(1)

= (

+

ℎ

+

)

(2)

=

ℎ(
=

⊙

= (

+

ℎ

+

⊙

+

ℎ

+

(3)

)

(4)
+

(5)

)

ℎ ⨀( )

ℎ =

(6)

The above is the calculation process of LSTM. As we said earlier, BiLSTM includes forward
⃗ in BiLSTM, read the input from
LSTM and backward LSTM.
to
to generate ℎ⃗ and
⃖ :
another ⃖
read the input from
to
in order to generate ℎ
ℎ⃗ =
⃖ =⃖
ℎ

⃗

, ℎ ⃗，
⃖
,ℎ

,

, ∈ [1,
, ∈[

+ ]

+ , 1]

(7)
(8)

The forward and reverse context representations generated by ℎ⃗ and ⃖ℎ are connected into a
long vector, and the combined output is the representation of the current time to the input:
⃖
ℎ = ℎ⃗ ⊕ ℎ

(9)

Finally, the output [ℎ , … ℎ , … ℎ , , … … ] of the whole sentence is obtained, where ℎ and
are utilized to represent the output of words and emoticons, respectively, in the hidden layer. In
addition, we set all of the intermediate layers in BiLSTM to return the complete output sequence,
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thereby ensuring that the output of each hidden layer retains the long-distance information as much
as possible.
Multi-head attention layer: attention is a mechanism for improving the effect of RNN-based
models, and the calculation of attention is mainly divided into three steps. The first step is to use the
attention function F to score query and key to get . The two most common attention functions are
additive attention and dot-product attention [35]; in this article, we use the former. The second step
is to use softmax function to normalize the scoring result , so as to obtain the weight . The third
step is to calculate attention, which is the weighted average of all values and weights . Figure 2
shows the flow chart of the attention mechanism.

Figure 2. The flowchart of attention mechanism.

Multi-head attention has improved the traditional attention mechanism, so that each head can
extract the features of query and key in different subspaces. To be precise, these features come from
Q and K, which are the projection of query and key in the subspace. The operation that is shown in
Figure 2 is performed once in each head, and a total of ℎ times need to be performed. It should be
noted that in the multi-head attention mechanism, the attention function could be the scaled dotproduct function, which is the same as the traditional attention mechanism, except for the regulating
scaling factor. In the experiment, ℎ needs to be continuously debugged to determine the most
suitable value for the task. Finally, the results that are returned in each head are concatenated and
linearly converted to obtain multi-head attention. Figure 3 shows the main idea. Next, we will
combine the tasks in this article to explain, in detail, how we use the multi-head attention mechanism.
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Figure 3. The structure of multi-head attention.

As we all know, each word contributes to the sentiment conveyance differently, and the effect
of combining words with emoticons is also different. Therefore, in this paper, we propose scoring
emoticons and words, and then weight the importance of each word in determining the emotional
polarity of microblog.
First,
and
are the word embeddings corresponding to the words and emoticons in
microblog, respectively, where

,

∈

and

is the dimension of the word vector. The BiLSTM

generates more abstract representations of word and emoji, namely ℎ ∈
and ∈ , given the
word embedding of words and emoticons as input. Observing that many users will post multiple
emojis in the same microblog or multiple identical emojis in a row, but only emoticons that are not
repeated in blog post are extracted in our method, and the number of different emoticons is limited
to no more than 5. All emojis are combined to obtain the emoticon representation:
=

⊕

⊕

⊕

(10)

⊕

The attention function that is used in this paper is additive attention [36], which performs better
in higher dimensions. We regard the output [ℎ , ℎ , … ℎ ] of words and
of emoticons in the
BiLSTM hidden layers as the query and key in the attention mechanism to calculate the attentive
scores, and perform a softmax normalization operation in order to obtain the weight
, which
represents the importance of the t- ℎ word combined with emoticons for sentiment analysis:
(ℎ ,

)=

ℎ(
(ℎ ,

=

ℎ +
) =

∑

( (ℎ ,
(ℎ ,

Among them,
,
are the weight matrices; is the bias;
transpose of . Accordingly, output of each head is:
ℎ

_

=

(11)

+ )
))
)

(12)

is the weight vector; and,

ℎ

is the

(13)

When compared with the attention mechanism with only one head, multi-head attention allows
for the model to jointly attend to information in different feature subspaces. It performs the attention
function in parallel. Subsequently, we concatenate the results of every head in a linear manner,
resulting in the final output of this layer.
=
ℎ

(ℎ
=

,ℎ

_ ,… ℎ
,

,

_

)

(14)
(15)
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where
,
,
are the parameter matrices that project Q, K, and V to different representation
subspaces, and Q = , K = V = [ℎ , ℎ , … ℎ ].
Dense connection layer: finally, we send the vectors from the previous layer to the densely
connected layer. We use the ReLu function as the activation function to complete the nonlinear
conversion. At the last densely connected layer, we perform Softmax operation on the output of the
previous layer, and finally obtain the sentiment classification of microblog.
4. Experiment
4.1. Experiment Environment
The experiments in this article were conducted on AMD A4-6210 APU with AMD Radeon R3
Graphics, 4G memory. The development environment is the Python 3.7 programming language.
Python’s keras library and scikit library are used to build the models and comparative experiments
that are proposed in this article.
4.2. Dataset Construction
The dataset that was used in this article comes from the NLPCC2013 and NLPCC2014 Chinese
microblog sentiment analysis competition. The original data were divided into eight categories,
namely “anger”, “sadness”, “surprise”, “like”, “happy”, “fear”, “disappointment”, and “none”. In
the task of sentiment analysis, we change the corresponding text labels of “anger”, “sadness”, “fear”,
and “disappointment” into “negative” labels, while “happy”, “surprise”, and “like” are divided into
“positive” categories, “none” is corresponding to “neutral”. Finally, the data from the NLPCC2013
and NLPCC2014 datasets are adopted to form the required datasets for this article. The specific
dataset is constructed, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. The statistics of dataset.

Sentiment Polarity

Negative
Anger
1717
Fear
415
Sadness
1003
Disgust
1565
4700

NLPCC emotion type
Total

Positive
Happiness
Like
Surprise

Neutral
2000
4000

None

5000

700

6700

17100

4.3. Experimental Preprocessing
Text preprocessing: in this paper, a special pattern is used to extract blog posts and sentiment
tags from NLPCC raw data. The Chinese word segmentation task is completed by jieba, a third-party
library of Python. We partially modify the toolkit, so that it can accurately separate the pre-defined
symbols in the text.
Word embedding: in this experiment, we used genism, a python natural language processing
toolkit, in order to train the Word2Vec model on the microblog corpus. The skip-gram algorithm,
sensitive to low-frequency words, is used during our training process. Table 4 shows the specific
parameters used in the training process of Word2Vec model.
Table 4. Training parameters for Word2Vec.

Sg
1

Window
5

Sample
0.001

Min_count
10

Negative
1

Hs
1

Workers
4

Parameters setting: in order to balance the proportion of different types of microblog in the
training data and the test data, stratified sampling is adopted to determine the number of microblog
posts of different emotion categories in the training set and test set, and the dataset in the experiment
is divided into training set and test set according to the ratio of 8:2. In the training process, we
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calculated the length of the microblogs after word segmentation and stop words removal, which
would hardly exceed 80 characters, i.e., only seven microblog posts are longer than 80 characters.
Figure 4 shows the statistical results. The length of the pre-processed microblog is limited to 80 based
on this observation. Table 5 shows the parameters in EBILSTM-MHA and other baselines in this
paper, and the Appendix A at the end of this paper describes more details.

Figure 4. The frequency of different blog length.
Table 5. Parameters in our experiment.

Parameters

Dimension(d)

value
Parameters
value

200
Patience
7

Maximum Sentence
Length
80
Epochs
30

Dropout Rate

Heads

Batch_size

0.4
Conv1D
256

8
Kernel size
3, 4, 5

32
Pool size
28, 27, 26

Evaluation method: in this paper, we use comprehensive measures, including precision,
accuracy, recall rate, and F1 value, to evaluate the performance of the model: the definition of
different measures is as follows, and the relevant parameters are shown in Table 6.
=

+
+

+
=

(16)
(17)

+

=
1=

+

(18)

+
2

1

+

1

(19)

Table 6. The relevant parameters.

Label
Actual

Negative
Positive

Prediction
Negative Positive
TN
FP
FN
TP

4.4. Comparative Experiment
We compare EBILSTM-MH with the following baselines in order to confirm the effectiveness of
introducing the emoticons to microblog sentiment analysis by multi-head attention mechanism:
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BiLSTM + multi-head_attention (text only): this method only pays attention to the text
information in microblog, and does not consider the influence of emoticons on the semantics of
words.
BiLSTM + emj_attention: this method considers the enhancement effect of emoticons on the
sentiment judgment of microblog, but uses the attention mechanism with single head to calculate the
attentive weights of each word. Besides, the additive attention function is adopted in this model.
SVM: SVM is one of the commonly used baselines for emotion classification. It is a multi-class
SVM classification that is based on structural SVM. We use an SVM with a linear kernel, making the
penalty coefficient (C) equal to 1.
CNN: CNN is also one of the commonly used models for sentiment classification, which could
show advantages in learning complex data. We combine the CNN model with the pretrained
embedding to achieve sentiment classification. This model also considers the effect of text and
emoticons on microblog sentiment analysis.
4.5. Experimental Results and Analysis
Result: the evaluation metrics that are used in this paper include accuracy, precision, recall, and
F1 values. Table 7 shows the final evaluation results of all the baselines and our proposed model.
Table 7. The Result of proposed method and other models.
Method
EBILSTM-MH
BiLSTM + emj_att
BiLSTM + multi-head_att(text_only)
SVM
CNN

P(%)
76.77
73.93
68.27
63.17
60.07

Positive
R(%)
63.62
62.13
64.79
67.87
70.10

F(%)
69.58
67.51
66.48
65.44
64.70

P(%)
76.04
74.32
71.72
73.23
66.97

Negative
R(%)
73.94
72.66
74.47
70.40
61.91

F(%)
74.97
73.49
73.07
71.80
64.34

P(%)
65.04
62.86
63.64
64.59
59.41

Neutral
R(%)
77.20
73.60
64.40
62.40
54.30

F(%)
70.60
67.80
64.02
63.48
56.74

Accuracy
(%)
71.70
69.55
67.81
66.81
63.19

It can be seen from the Table 7 that SVM, as a classical classifier for sentiment analysis, achieves
fairly good results when considering both text and emoticons, with an accuracy of about 66.81%. As
for another traditional model, CNN, which has the worst performance in this task, the accuracy of
this model only reaches about 63%. The main reason might be that SVM does not require a high
sample size, while the sample size limits the performance of other models. Even so, our model,
EBILSTM-MH, can still achieve much better results with small data than those models. In addition,
the accuracy score of the BiLSTM + multi-head_att (text only) method is lower than that of the
EBILSTM-MH. This is because emoticons are an important reference condition for microblog
sentiment analysis. Therefore, the method that ignores emoticons and only analyzes plain text gets
worse results in accuracy and F1 evaluation function. When compared with the emj_att method, our
model also achieves better results in accuracy and F1 values. The reason lies in that the multihead_attention method repeatedly calculates the relationship between words and emoticons and
extracts more features between them. More intuitively, the accuracy of EBILSTM-MH is improved by
8.51%, 4.89%, 3.89%, and 2.15% than that of the CNN, SVM, BiLSTM + multi-head_att (text only), and
BiLSTM + emj_att models, respectively. From the perspective of categories, EBILSTM-MH achieves
the best results in all three categories.
The impact of the head number: here, we mainly discuss the influence of numbers of head on
the experimental results. Figure 5 shows the model’s performance on the test set using different headnum in the attention mechanism and the value of head_num ranges from 7 to 12. With the increase
of head_num, the performance of the model was continuously optimized at the beginning, but with
the increase of abscissa value, the performance of the model began to be relatively stable, as can be
seen from Figure 5 The continued increase of head_num would not benefit the experimental results
much. Since the best result is reached when head_num is valued at 8, the model finally determines
head_num to be 8 in our model.
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Figure 5. The accuracy score with different head_num.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced a BiLSTM and multi-head attention mechanism combined model,
which realizes more accurate sentiment analysis for microblog with the help of the semantic
enhancement of emoticons. We cleaned the original data, separated the emojis from the text,
segmented words, preserved the associated structures and removed the stop words, and used the
Word2Vec model to convert the text into a vector representation. Subsequently, we passed the word
embedding to BiLSTM layer to extract the advanced features. In addition, we cited the multi-head
attention mechanism to calculate the effect of combining emoticons and words in microblog. Through
this mechanism, the weight of the importance of words to the sentiment analysis was calculated, and
finally through the dense connection layer and softmax operation, the emotional polarity of
microblog was obtained.
The experimental results show that, when compared with the simple sentiment analysis of the
words in microblog, the multi-head attention mechanism can effectively point out the words that
contribute more to sentiment analysis after the addition of emoticons. The multi-head attention
mechanism can further improve the performance of the model with approximately the same
computational time as using a single head attention mechanism. Additionally, in this task, EBILSTMMH is better than the traditional deep learning model SVM and CNN. However, the number of
emojis in the dataset also limits the effect of the method in this paper. If there are more emojis in the
training set and test set, the final comparison result will be more prominent. In future work, we will
continue to collect more real-time microblog texts for fine-grained sentiment analysis, and mine more
features in texts in order to improve the performance of the model for sentiment analysis.
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Funding: This research was funded by the National Key Research and Development Plan of China, grant
number 2017YFD0400101.
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Appendix A. Parameters of the Baseline Methods
All microblogs in the experiment are represented by 200-dimensional word vectors with the
maximum length of each sentence limited to 80 characters and the maximum number of emojis in
each sentence limited to 5.
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For the baseline model BiLSTM + emj_att, 128 and 64 hidden units are set in the LSTM layer and
the attention layer, respectively, and the dropout is set to 0.4. After every 9 epochs, the learning rate
will be updated to 40% of the previous learning rate. The same setting as that for BiLSTM + emj_att
is used in LSTM layer and attention layer of BiLSTM + multi-head_att (text only), but the dropout
rate of this baseline is set to 0.3, and every 6 epochs, the learning rate will be updated to 10% of the
previous learning rate. We use a standard Adam optimizer to train these two deep neural network
models with a batch size of 32, and the number of epochs as 30. Models get trained on the training
dataset and its performance gets evaluated on the validation dataset after every epoch using the
accuracy. If the performance of the model does not improve after 7 consecutive epochs, we will stop
early and save the best model.
We use SVM model with linear kernel as one of the baselines and set the penalty coefficient (C)
to 1.
We also used stacked Conv1D and MaxPooling1D to construct the baseline model CNN. The
output channels of each convolutional layer are 256, with the kernel size of 3, 4, 5, respectively, strides
of 1, and the activation function of ReLu. In the three pooling layers, the pooling sizes are 28, 27, and
26, respectively. In this baseline model, the number of epochs is set to 30 and the batch size is equal
to 512. After every 5 epochs, the learning rate of the model will be updated to 50% of the previous
learning rate. If the performance of the model does not improve after 7 consecutive epochs, we will
stop early and save the best model.
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